
PumpAlarm.com Offers TextLight Electrical
Current Monitoring Kit for Industrial
Applications

The company introduces a vital solution

for monitoring operating current

availability in industrial settings.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, UNITED

STATES, April 5, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- PumpAlarm.com,

a leading innovator in remote

monitoring solutions, announces the

release of its TextLight Electrical

Current Monitoring Kit, designed to

streamline electrical motor monitoring

in industrial and commercial settings.

This user-friendly kit empowers users

to proactively manage critical

equipment, prevent downtime, and

optimize operational efficiency.

The TextLight Electrical Current

Monitoring Kit offers a comprehensive solution for monitoring the presence or absence of

electrical current in motors powering pumps, fans, and other vital machinery. Featuring a

straightforward setup process, the kit integrates seamlessly into existing electrical systems

without extensive modifications.

“We are excited to introduce the TextLight Electrical Current Monitoring Kit and empower

industrial and commercial operations with a reliable and cost-effective solution for monitoring

electrical current,” says Mr. Tom Ward, President and CEO of PumpAlarm.com. “This kit provides

real-time insights into motor performance, enabling proactive maintenance and ensuring the

uninterrupted operation of critical equipment.”

Key Features of the TextLight Electrical Current Monitoring Kit:

•  Simplified Installation: The kit boasts a user-friendly design that streamlines installation. By
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utilizing a split-core current sensing mechanism, the device effortlessly integrates around

current-carrying conductors, eliminating the need for complex wiring configurations.

•  Seamless TextLight Integration: The kit seamlessly integrates with the TextLight cellular alarm

unit, providing real-time text message notifications directly to your mobile phone. This allows for

remote monitoring of electrical current and facilitates prompt intervention in case of potential

issues.

•  Configurable Current Sensing: The kit's device can be configured to either monitor for the

continuous flow of current within a conductor or simply detect its presence or absence. This

versatility empowers users to tailor the monitoring solution to their specific requirements and

effectively track the operational status of electrical motors.

•  Extensive Applications: The TextLight Electrical Current Monitoring Kit caters to a wide range of

industrial and commercial applications. It ensures uninterrupted operation of critical machinery

in industrial settings by monitoring electrical motors powering pumps, fans, and blower systems.

Similarly, in commercial environments like office buildings and retail spaces, the kit safeguards

the functionality of essential systems like water pumps and HVAC equipment by detecting

current fluctuations.

"Our new TextLight Electrical Current Monitoring Kit is a game-changer for industries that rely on

the uninterrupted operation of electrical motors," said Ward. "With real-time text notifications

sent directly to your phone, you can stay informed about the status of your equipment and take

proactive measures to prevent downtime and ensure optimal performance."

All PumpAlarm.com devices, including TextLight, require an annual cellular network connectivity

subscription priced at $75.00. This subscription ensures 24/7 monitoring capabilities and can be

conveniently activated directly from your mobile phone through the PumpAlarm.com website.

Backed by a one-year, bumper-to-bumper warranty, PumpAlarm.com stands behind the quality

of the TextLight Kit, offering a money-back guarantee on service across the lower 48 states and

Hawaii. This commitment underscores the company's dedication to service excellence and

customer satisfaction across the United States.

PumpAlarm.com offers a variety of other innovative remote monitoring solutions, designed to

provide peace of mind, and protect valuable assets. To explore its range of products, visit

https://www.pumpalarm.com/shop today or call +1 888-454-5051.

###

About PumpAlarm.com

PumpAlarm.com is a leading provider of remote monitoring solutions for residential and

https://www.pumpalarm.com/shop


commercial applications. The company's mission is to empower users with the tools and

technology they need to stay connected to their critical assets, prevent costly problems, and

ensure peace of mind. PumpAlarm.com is committed to innovation and excellence, developing

cutting-edge solutions that are reliable, affordable, and easy to use.

203 West Morris St

Indianapolis, IN 46225

USA

Notes to Editors:

•  The TextLight Electrical Current Monitoring Kit is part of PumpAlarm.com's extensive portfolio

of remote monitoring solutions designed to meet the diverse needs of the industrial and

commercial sectors. The kit's launch further solidifies the company's position as a key player in

the remote monitoring industry, offering state-of-the-art technology and exceptional customer

service to ensure the operational efficiency and safety of critical systems across the United

States.

•  PumpAlarm.com offers a 1-year warranty on all its 4G devices.

•  The company provides a money-back guarantee on its service within the lower 48 states and

Hawaii.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/701466745
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